Detection, quantification, and significance of hiatuses in pelagic and hemipelagic strata
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Abstract

Temporal gaps in the stratigraphic record have important implications for the interpretation of stratigraphically rapid geochemical and paleobiologic changes, for the development of high-resolution time scales (e.g., orbital time scales), and for deciphering the response of depositional systems to climatic change and basin evolution (e.g., accommodation space vs. sediment supply). In ancient pelagic and hemipelagic strata, the identification of relatively short hiatus (10\textsuperscript{3}–10\textsuperscript{6} years) is commonly challenged by the resolution limits of geochronologic techniques. In this study, a quantitative method is developed to identify and quantify hiatuses in strata where Milankovitch orbital cycles are documented. The new method is based on the interpretation of evolutive harmonic analysis (EHA) results and permits estimation of minimum durations for the temporal gaps. Application of this technique to an optical densitometry data series derived from the Cenomanian/Turonian (C/T) Bridge Creek Limestone Member permits quantification of hiatus within the unit and addresses important questions about abrupt changes in biogeochemical proxy records across the boundary interval. Integration of the new method with stratigraphic data and geochemical burial flux estimates permits a detailed reconstruction of the controls on sediment delivery and hiatus generation, including a refined analysis of the orbital-scale linkages between climate and sedimentation.
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1. Introduction

Sedimentary bedding rhythms have been employed for the analysis of time–rock relationships by a number of investigators [1–5]. In addition to improving the accuracy of geologic time scales, the ability to construct a high-resolution orbital chronology for a study interval significantly enhances the power and scope of sedimentologic, paleobiologic, and geochemical investigations. Such time scales permit detailed calculation of rates of accumulation for biogeochemical proxies [6] and also allow rates of change in paleobiologic or sedimentologic parameters to be determined [7].

The multi-component (precession, obliquity, and eccentricity) nature of orbital forcing makes its expression sensitive to stratigraphic hiatus over a broad range of time scales, but such temporal gaps have historically been treated as a source of error in the development of orbital chronologies. Previous efforts to identify and quantify hiatus in hemipelagic and pelagic strata have
largely relied upon biostratigraphy [8–13], which depends on the availability of reliable biostratigraphic datums and the development of composite standards, and has inherent resolution limits that define the shortest resolvable hiatus. House [14] suggested that the maximum zonal resolution achievable using biozonal schemes may be as low as 500 kyr, although claims for finer resolution have been made in special cases (e.g., composite assemblage zones of Kauffman et al. [15]).

Previous studies [6,16] have demonstrated that hiatus in cyclostratigraphic records results in frequency domain (e.g., power spectrum) distortion. In this paper, a new technique for the identification and quantification of hiatus using spectral analysis of rhythmically bedded strata is presented. This technique exploits the fact that orbital cycles (e.g., precession, obliquity, eccentricity) provide multiple stratigraphically imbedded time scales, each of which may be distorted by hiatus. Using stratigraphic modeling, Meyers et al. [6] initially demonstrated that hiatus in rhythmic strata may be detected via evolutive harmonic analysis (EHA; a moving window Fourier analysis that employs the multi-taper method (MTM) of Thomson [17] to identify significant harmonic components) of stratigraphic data series. Here, the EHA methodology for hiatus detection and quantification is fully developed and applied, including discussion of the theory underlying this technique, a discussion of its resolution limitations, and an example of its application.

Signal distortion representing hiatus was first detected during our initial applications of the EHA method to the Bridge Creek Limestone Member of the Greenhorn Formation, a rhythmically bedded hemipelagic unit deposited during Cenomanian/Turonian (C/T) time in the Western Interior sea [6]. Because this stratigraphic interval contains significant and abrupt shifts in geochemical parameters [18,19] associated with a hypothesized oceanic anoxic event (OAE II: Schlanger et al. [20]), as well as the stepwise molluscan extinction horizons of the C/T boundary [21,22], the recognition of stratigraphic gaps in this interval is particularly important. When geologic observations provided evidence for the presence of hiatus at the level of EHA signal distortion, a method to scale the distortion to time lost from the stratigraphic time series was investigated and developed. This study employs a high-resolution optical densitometry data set, independent time control from 40Ar–39Ar dates intercalated within the studied section [23,24] and a robust set of complimentary stratigraphic, sedimentologic, and paleobiologic observations. As such, the Bridge Creek Limestone Member provides an excellent case study for development of this new method.

2. Methods

2.1. The EHA-$\Delta \mu$ method

In noisy stratigraphic records of orbital forcing, and cyclic units that preserve multiple orbital components (which may vary in their dominance through time (e.g., de Menocal [25]), obvious stratigraphic expressions of hiatus, such as disruption of the $\sim 5:1$ precession–eccentricity syndrome, may be masked by complex bedding patterns such as those reflecting the combined influence of multiple orbital signals. However, such discontinuities may be clearly identified in the frequency domain via evolutive harmonic analysis. The presence of hiatus in stratigraphic records of orbital forcing results in a distinctive frequency domain expression: an amplitude ($\mu$) response characterized by bifurcation of the primary frequency component into two smaller side lobes. Fig. 1 demonstrates this phenomena with a simple monochromatic signal, through analysis of a 2-m-long record of a synthetic stratigraphic parameter (sampled every 1 cm) generated to express a 40-kyr periodicity, with a background sedimentation rate of 0.5 cm/kyr, and a 20-kyr hiatus at 1 m. The hiatus results in bifurcation of the original primary frequency (5 cycles/m) into two new frequencies (4.5 and 5.5 cycles/m).

Characterization of the relationship between hiatus duration and its frequency domain amplitude bifurcation is displayed in Fig. 2. This analysis reveals that the amplitudes of the bifurcated peaks of the signal provide a means to reconstruct the amount of time missing due to hiatus. In Fig. 2, the amplitude difference ($\Delta \mu$) between bifurcated peaks is plotted against fractional hiatus duration (the fraction of the periodicity removed in each model data point in Fig. 2). The amplitude difference is defined as

$$\Delta \mu = \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_2}{\mu_1 + \mu_2}$$
where \( \mu_1 \) is the amplitude of the lower-frequency component and \( \mu_2 \) is the amplitude of the higher-frequency component. The calculation of \( \Delta \mu \) includes normalization to the sum of the amplitudes of the bifurcated peaks, which facilitates the application of this relationship to a variety of cyclostratigraphic records. Fig. 2 demonstrates that the frequency domain \( \Delta \mu \) value has a linear relationship to hiatus duration in these models of monochromatic sinusoids.

Application of the EHA-\( \Delta \mu \) technique to reconstruct hiatus duration is depicted in Fig. 3. In this example, a 6-m-long synthetic model has been generated to express a 40-kyr periodicity (background sedimentation rate of 0.5 cm/kyr) with a 10-kyr hiatus at a height of 3 m (Fig. 3A). Evolutive harmonic analysis of this model (using a 2-m window) demonstrates the distinctive signature of hiatus (Fig. 3B): (1) as the 2-m window approaches the hiatus location, the primary signal (5 cycles/m) is bifurcated into two new components, and (2) once the 2-m window passes the hiatus location the bifurcated components amalgamate back into the original signal of 5 cycles/m. This characteristic amplitude distortion differs from the spectral expression of other stratigraphic perturbations, such as rapid sedimentation rate changes in the absence of hiatus [6].

Fig. 1. Harmonic analysis of a synthetic stratigraphic parameter generated to express a 40-kyr periodicity, with a background sedimentation rate of 0.5 cm/kyr, and a 20-kyr hiatus at 1 m. The lower plot displays the synthetic stratigraphic data series and the upper plot displays its amplitude spectrum. The hiatus at 1 m results in bifurcation of the original primary frequency (5 cycles/m) into two new frequencies (4.5 and 5.5 cycles/m). The dashed line in the amplitude spectrum represents the same synthetic stratigraphic data series without hiatus.

Fig. 2. Plot of normalized amplitude change (\( \Delta \mu \)) vs. fractional hiatus duration (\( F \)), as determined by stratigraphic modeling experiments. The inset figures show examples of amplitude spectra used to generate the data points.

\[
F = 0.826 \times \Delta \mu + 0.494
\]

\( r^2 = 0.999 \)
In Fig. 3C, $\Delta \mu$ is calculated across the interval of bifurcation. The response of $\Delta \mu$ across this interval (which we will refer to as a “$\Delta \mu$ plot”) is such that the $\Delta \mu$ value is maximized at the location of the hiatus. More generally, the location of hiatus is coincident with a maximum or minimum in $\Delta \mu$: Hiatus less than approximately half of the bifurcated periodicity will result in a maximum in $\Delta \mu$, while a hiatus greater than this will result in a minimum. Fig. 4 demonstrates this characteristic $\Delta \mu$ response using five models generated to express a 40-kyr periodicity and hiatus of increasing duration at 3 m height (4, 12, 20, 28 and 36 kyr). The $\Delta \mu$ maximum or minimum should be used for reconstruction of hiatus location and duration, using the relationship identified in Fig. 2.

2.2. EHA-$\Delta \mu$ sensitivity models

The EHA-$\Delta \mu$ hiatus reconstruction for the data series in Fig. 3 identifies a hiatus duration of 9.6 kyr, which demonstrates the level of error associated with the analysis (4.0%). However, the signature of orbital cyclicity preserved in the stratigraphic record is rarely as simple as the monochromatic model shown in Fig. 3. Employment of the EHA-$\Delta \mu$ technique to identify and reconstruct hiatus duration from mea-

Fig. 3. Application of the EHA-$\Delta \mu$ technique to reconstruct hiatus duration. The synthetic model shown in (A) was generated to express a 40-kyr periodicity, a sedimentation rate of 0.5 cm/kyr, and a hiatus of 10 kyr at 3 m. EHA is applied to this stratigraphic model using a 2-m moving window and 3 – $\pi$ tapers (B). The $\Delta \mu$ values across the interval of bifurcation are shown in (C), and the reconstructed hiatus duration is shown in (D).

Fig. 4. EHA-$\Delta \mu$ results for five synthetic models, demonstrating the characteristic $\Delta \mu$ response for hiatus of varying duration. All models were generated to express a 40-kyr periodicity, with a sedimentation rate of 0.5 cm/kyr, and a hiatus at 3 m height. (A) 4-kyr hiatus at 3 m, (B) 12-kyr hiatus at 3 m, (C) 20-kyr hiatus at 3 m, (D) 28-kyr hiatus at 3 m, (E) 36-kyr hiatus at 3 m. For hiatus durations less than half of the 40-kyr period (A and B), the hiatus location is approximately coincident with the $\Delta \mu$ maximum. For hiatus durations greater than half of the 40-kyr period (D and E), the hiatus location is approximately coincident with the $\Delta \mu$ minimum.
sured lithologic/geochemical data is influenced by four general types of error: (1) the multi-component nature (precession, obliquity, eccentricity) of time series may complicate accurate amplitude estimation due to interference (e.g., spectral leakage) between frequency components in the spectrum, an inherent limitation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of finite data series, (2) the orbital signal is typically perturbed by some degree of background frequency noise (instability of sedimentation rate) and amplitude noise (non-orbital controls on the depositional system and analytical measurement error), (3) the “raw” orbital periodicity must not contain inherent bifurcations, since such frequency modulation would be incorrectly interpreted as hiatus, and (4) errors associated with temporal calibration of the spatial bedding frequencies could contribute to error in the estimated hiatus duration. The purpose of this section of the paper is to address such limitations on the EHA-Δμ technique via analysis of several sensitivity models.

To minimize the influence of bias in the Fast Fourier Transform of the data series (type 1 error listed above), the multi-taper method analysis of Thomson [17] is used in all modeling exercises and in the analysis of the measured stratigraphic data series. The MTM technique provides exceptional amplitude estimates in short and noisy data series. It does so by minimizing spectral leakage, through application of several statistically independent bias-resistant orthogonal data tapers. The data tapers (known as discrete

![Fig. 5. Sensitivity models generated to test the reliability of the EHA-Δμ method. Each 4-m-long model is sampled every 1 cm, has a background sedimentation rate of 1 cm/kyr, and a 15-kyr hiatus at a depth of 2 m. (A) Model constructed from a 20-kyr (amplitude = 1, phase = 0) and 40-kyr (amplitude = 1, phase = 0) periodicity. (B) Model constructed from Laskar’s [27] 0–415 kyr BP solution for obliquity. (C) Model constructed from Laskar’s [27] 0–415 kyr BP solution for daily insolation at 40° North during the winter solstice. (D) Model constructed from the same insolation series as (C) with random additive amplitude noise (maximum = 25% of total variance) and random additive/subtractive frequency noise (maximum = 25% of sedimentation rate). The obliquity and insolation series [27] were calculated using the program Analyseries [28]. In all spectra, the gray-shaded spectrum displays the amplitude response when no hiatus is present and the solid line displays the amplitude response when a 15-kyr hiatus is present.](image-url)
prolate spheroidal sequences or DPSSs) provide a compromise between the statistical stability of the spectral estimate and its frequency resolution, and are characterized by a “time–bandwidth” product: $n\pi$ (where $n$ represents the duration of the time series multiplied by the desired halfwidth resolution). Fast Fourier Transforms are performed on each tapered data series, and these statistically independent results are then employed to estimate the amplitude spectrum. The MTM technique also provides a test of statistical significance ($F$ test) for the harmonic (line) components, which is particularly useful in very noisy stratigraphic data series. See Thomson [17] and Park et al. [26] for more information on the procedure.

Fig. 5 and Table 1 display the results of four sensitivity models, each of which represents a progressively more complicated data series. Each 4-m-long model has a background sedimentation rate of 1 cm/kyr, a sampling interval of 1 cm, and a 15-kyr hiatus at a depth of 2 m. Sensitivity model A was constructed by adding a 20-kyr (amplitude = 1, phase = 0) and 40-kyr (amplitude = 1, phase = 0) periodicity. Model B was constructed from Laskar’s [27] 0–415 kyr BP solution for obliquity. Model C was constructed from Laskar’s [27] 0–415 kyr BP solution for daily insolation at 40°N winter solstice (selected because it contains large obliquity and precession amplitude contributions). Model D was constructed from the same insolation series as Model C, with random additive amplitude noise (maximum = 25% of total variance) and random additive/subtractive frequency noise (maximum = 25% of sedimentation rate).

The error associated with the $\Delta \mu$ analyses in models A and B are ≤ 7.0% (Table 1), but increase to a maximum of 27.3% for the obliquity component of the more complicated insolation series of Model C. This increase in error is due to interference (spectral leakage) between the multiple precession and obliquity terms, primarily the 40.40-, 23.12-, and 18.96-kyr components. Finally, the addition of significant amounts of frequency and amplitude noise results in errors of up to 48.7%. We propose that model D should represent a worst-case scenario for most distal hemipelagic settings, which are generally characterized by relatively slow but consistent rates of sediment accumulation on Milankovitch time scales. Therefore, when performing EHA-$\Delta \mu$ analyses on measured stratigraphic data series, we expect to estimate hiatus duration with < 50% error, and possibly as little as 6% error in data series that are dominated by an obliquity signal. Of course, given extreme amplitude and frequency noise, identification of orbital components and detection of hiatus will not be possible.

To address the third source of error outlined above (bifurcations inherent to the orbital periodicities that comprise the insolation series) we perform EHA on Laskar’s [27] 0–5.5 Ma solution for daily insolation at 40° North during the winter solstice (Fig. 6). Analysis of the entire insolation series identifies 4 dominant frequency components, the 40.98-kyr obliquity term and three precession terms: 23.67, 22.38, and 18.95 kyr (amplitude spectrum at top of Fig. 6). EHA on this insolation series was conducted by employing $3/4C_0^2$ data tapers and a 400-kyr moving window. This analysis illuminates the inherent degree of instability of the obliquity and precessional components [29]. Most notably, the 23.67- and 22.38-kyr

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Sensitivity model results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Model comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20-kyr + 40-kyr periodicity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Obliquity (LA90), 0–415 kyr BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Daily insolation 40°N, 270° (LA90), 0–415 kyr BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Daily insolation 40°N, 270° (LA90), 0–415 kyr BP, with 25% frequency + 25% amplitude noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
precessional components are characterized by a periodic signal amalgamation and bifurcation, which is linked to a 400-kyr (eccentricity) frequency modulation. A similar frequency modulation is expressed in Laskar’s [27] eccentricity series, with a 400-kyr periodic bifurcation and amalgamation of the short eccentricity terms (95 and 124 kyr). Furthermore, amplitude modulation of the precession and obliquity components is clearly illustrated in Fig. 6, and may impact the EHA-Δμ analysis as well: during times of low signal amplitude (e.g., obliquity minima in Fig. 6), identification of hiatus-related signal bifurcations will be hindered. Based on these results, it is clear that the precession and short eccentricity terms are not optimal for EHA-Δμ analysis, since they contain inherent periodic bifurcations. Therefore, application of the EHA-Δμ method must be restricted to the dominant obliquity component (40.98 kyr) and the long eccentricity component (404 kyr). However, it is important to note that the short eccentricity and precession components will still be influenced by hiatus, although the resultant distortion will be less systematic. Furthermore, although the presence of bifurcation in the short eccentricity and precession terms is not reliable for quantification of hiatus, the absence of distortion in short eccentricity and precession components may be employed as evidence for relatively conformable deposition (lack of hiatus).

To further assess the impact of frequency and amplitude modulations on the identification and reconstruction of hiatus duration using the EHA-Δμ technique, the insolation data series in Fig. 6 is

Fig. 6. EHA-Δμ sensitivity analysis on Laskar’s [27] 0–5.5 Ma solution for daily insolation at 40° North during the winter solstice. The raw insolation data is plotted to the left of the EHA results. The amplitude spectrum for the entire data series is shown at the top of the EHA plot. The evolutive harmonic analysis employed 3 – 2π data tapers and a 400-kyr moving window. The insolation series [27] was calculated using the program Analyseries [28].
employed to model 54 m of stratigraphy with 10 imbedded hiatus events of 15 kyr each (background sedimentation rate = 1 cm/kyr; sampled every 1 cm) (Fig. 7). This EHA analysis employed $3 - 2\pi$ tapers and a 4-m moving window. The variability in estimated hiatus duration in this sensitivity analysis ranges from 13 to 25 kyr, spanning an error range of $-11\%$ (underestimated) to 69\% (overestimated). Most notably, the two hiatus events with the greatest error (hiatus 3 = 69\%, hiatus 5 = 50\%) are associated with the two intervals of low obliquity amplitude identified in Fig. 6. In measured stratigraphic data series, these two hiatus events would most likely go entirely unnoticed as these bifurcations are poorly expressed and barely distinguishable from the background spectrum. The next greatest level of error is associated with hiatus 9 (33\%). Based on this result, we suggest that hiatus identified using the obliquity component, barring additional distortions, may be reconstructed with an error of $\leq 33\%$, and on average $\leq 11\%$ error.

A final source of error in the analysis of measured stratigraphic data series concerns temporal calibration of the bifurcated spatial frequency. To address this issue, two approaches are employed. First, time con-
trol (e.g., based on dated bentonites) is utilized to calculate temporal periodicities from the measured spatial bedding frequencies. Second, the calculated temporal periodicity of the bifurcated component is adjusted to its closest predicted theoretical value [30]. These two approaches provide a range of potential hiatus durations.

Finally, there are several important caveats of the EHA-Δμ technique: (1) This method permits the identification of hiatus and quantification of its minimum duration. EHA-Δμ analysis of a given frequency component cannot determine if more than one wavelength of the bifurcated periodicity (P) has been removed by hiatus (e.g., for P = 40 kyr, hiatus events of 5 and 45 kyr result in identical Δμ measurements). However, independent EHA-Δμ analysis of multiple orbital components (e.g., obliquity and long eccentricity) each of which responds differently to a hiatus of a given temporal duration, permits better constraint on the minimum possible hiatus duration. More traditional methods such as biostratigraphic zonation, radiometric dating, and geomagnetic polarity reversals may be employed to help constrain a reasonable upper limit on hiatus duration. (2) Rapid addition of sediment, such as thick volcanic ash deposits and slumping, may also generate amplitude bifurcation. Therefore, sedimentologic data from the interval of interest is important for accurate interpretation of observed amplitude bifurcations. Sediments that are deposited relatively instantaneously (such as volcanic ashes) may be removed from the data series prior to EHA-Δμ analysis. (3) The ability to sense and resolve relatively short hiatus scales to frequency in that a shorter hiatus is more clearly resolvable in a higher-frequency component. Stratigraphic modeling exercises suggest that hiatus of at least 20% of a given periodicity (P) may be clearly identified throughout much of the spectrum (if P = 40 kyr, hiatus resolution = 8 kyr), barring severe or compound multiple distortions in sedimentation. In the lowest frequencies the ability to detect hiatus decreases slightly. However, hiatus as short as 30% of P may be identified even at the third lowest frequency in the spectrum. (4) The resolution of hiatus in low-frequency components is ultimately limited by the size of the moving window, while the resolution of hiatus in high frequency components may be limited by short-term sedimentation rate instability.

3. Application of the EHA-Δμ technique to the late Cenomanian Bridge Creek Limestone

3.1. Geologic background

The Bridge Creek Limestone Member (late Cenomanian–early Turonian) of the Greenhorn Limestone Formation is a rhythmic hemipelagic deposit that is primarily composed of decimeter-scale limestone/marlstone couplets that are laterally traceable for over 1000 km in the Western Interior Basin [31,32]. The unit was deposited during maximum transgression of the Greenhorn marine cycle [33,34]. The lower portion of the Bridge Creek Limestone Member contains the C/T boundary, spans Oceanic Anoxic Event II (a time of enhanced organic carbon burial worldwide), records stepwise molluscan extinction horizons [21,22], and displays a major turnover in deep-dwelling planktonic foraminifera [35].

The fine-grained hemipelagic deposits of the Bridge Creek Limestone Member include micritic to argillaceous limestones, which alternate with argillaceous to calcarenitic marlstones and shales [36]. The unit also contains bioclastic calcarenite or calcisiltite beds and lenses, which are commonly ripple laminated. Calcarenite beds (or skeletal limestones) are rare in the lower Bridge Creek Limestone Member but become common in the upper portion of the unit [36,37].

Previous workers [33,38,39] have attributed calcarenite facies in the Western Interior Basin to winnowing and/or condensation. For example, Sageman [39] interpreted skeletal limestones in the Lincoln Limestone and Hartland Shale members of the Greenhorn Formation as tempestites formed due to winnowing of bioclasts by storm wave base during sea level fall, followed by fine-grained sediment starvation during subsequent sea level rise. Although these facies clearly involve distortion of the time–rock regime well in excess of the normal variation in sedimentation rates that characterize background mudrocks, it has not been possible to rigorously quantify the temporal distortion of sedimentation associated with their formation.

The Bridge Creek Limestone Member has been a source of cyclostratigraphic interest for over a century (e.g., [1,2,37]). Sedimentary bedding cycles corresponding to Milankovitch orbital cyclicity have been
quantitatively confirmed within the unit by Sageman et al. [37,40], Meyers et al. [6], and Prokoph et al. [41]. Sageman et al. [37] documented eccentricity, obliquity, and precession cycles within the upper Bridge Creek Limestone Member (spanning the uppermost portion of the Watinoceras devonense biozone to the lowermost portion of the Collignoniceras woollgari biozone). Using multi-taper method [17] power spectral techniques, the authors identified prominent spatial frequencies in geochemical and lithologic data series based on a 5-cm sampling of the USGS no. 1 Portland core. The spatial frequencies were calibrated to temporal periodicities using two time scales developed from radiometrically dated volcanic ashes that occur within the Bridge Creek Limestone (Kauffman et al.’s [15] and Gradstein et al.’s [42] time scales, based on the 40Ar–39Ar dates of Obradovich [23]). Sageman et al.’s [37,40] analysis was restricted to the upper Bridge Creek Limestone because preliminary results from the lower portion of the unit were erratic, which the authors tentatively attributed to sedimentation rate instability and/or missing section. To refine the analysis of orbital cyclicity in the unit, particularly in the lower Bridge Creek Limestone OAE II interval, Meyers et al. [6] employed evolutive harmonic analysis to evaluate a sub-millimeter resolution optical densitometry data series from the Bridge Creek Limestone (USGS no. 1 Portland core). Calibration of the spatial bedding periods using the radiometric dates of Obradovich [23], as well as the more recent age estimates of Kowallis et al. [24], identify eccentricity, obliquity and precession in the lower Bridge Creek Limestone Member (Table 2), and confirm the previous cycle estimates of Sageman et al. [37,40]. Evaluation of the Bridge Creek EHA results in tandem with stratigraphic modeling experiments has permitted the development of a high-resolution sedimentation history for the Bridge Creek Limestone Member [6].

An alternate interpretation of the Bridge Creek orbital cyclicity has been proposed by Prokoph et al. [41] based on wavelet and spectral analysis of published wt.% OC data [19] and comparison of observed spatial frequency ratios to those predicted by orbital theory. Prokoph et al.’s [41] analysis was limited by the low and variable resolution of the wt.% OC data of Pratt et al. [19], which makes detection of higher-frequency orbital components difficult. Comparative evaluation of the orbital cyclicity within the lower

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial frequency (cycles/m)</th>
<th>Amplitude (pixel)</th>
<th>Frequency probability (%)</th>
<th>Predicted periods (kyr)</th>
<th>After adjusting for sedimentation rate instability</th>
<th>Predicted periods (kyr)</th>
<th>% Difference from predicted value</th>
<th>% Difference from predicted value</th>
<th>% Difference from predicted value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>11.17</td>
<td>11.29</td>
<td>Precession (P2) = 18.54</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>9.85</td>
<td>11.97</td>
<td>Precession (P1) = 11.17</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>12.33</td>
<td>Obliquity (O1) = 50.44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>Obliquity (O2) = 38.94</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>Precession (P1) = 11.17</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>15.68</td>
<td>Precession (P2) = 18.54</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Employment of a 2-m window was required for analysis of the bedding cyclicity, due to sedimentation rate instability within the lower Bridge Creek Limestone [6]. The radiometric dates of Obradovich [23] yield a sedimentation rate of 1.20 cm/kyr, while those of Kowallis et al. [24] yield 0.99 cm/kyr. These sedimentation rate estimates suggest that the 1.03 cycle/m frequency is attributable to short eccentricity (94.78 kyr). Application of this calibration resolves the predicted precession and obliquity components with an error of < 7%.
Bridge Creek Limestone is provided by applying Prokoph et al.’s [41] sedimentation rate estimate (1.67 cm/kyr) to the high-resolution optical densitometry harmonic analysis results shown in Table 2, and comparison of these results to a 1.03 cm/kyr calibration. The 1.67 cm/kyr calibration resolves a potential precession component (P1), and a potential obliquity component with 15.65% error, while the 1.03 cm/kyr sedimentation rate calibration resolves four predicted orbital components (as well as the harmonic of a precession component), and accounts for all of the high-amplitude, highly significant peaks with < 7% error. A more detailed comparison and evaluation of published C/T cyclostratigraphic records and OAE II chronologies (e.g., [15, 41, 43, 44]) may be found in Meyers [45].

Fig. 8. EHA analysis of high-resolution optical densitometry data series (A) from the USGS no. 1 Portland core. LS1–LS8 identify the limestone marker beds of Elder [21]. The EHA time–frequency amplitude plot is shown in (B).
3.2. Lower Bridge Creek Limestone EHA-$\Delta \mu$ analysis

The high-resolution optical densitometry data series of Meyers et al. [6] (Fig. 8) was utilized for EHA-$\Delta \mu$ analysis of the lower Bridge Creek Limestone Member. Low grayscale values represent light-colored limestone, with low wt.% organic carbon content, while high grayscale values indicate dark colored marlstone, with relatively high wt.% organic carbon content and lower wt.% calcium carbonate content. This data set provides an excellent high-resolution proxy for couplet-scale compositional variability throughout the unit [6].

The time–frequency amplitude plot of this optical densitometry record is shown in Fig. 8B. The data set was investigated using a 2-m window, a 5-cm step, and $3 - 2\pi$ tapers. Fig. 8B displays three persistent components ($\sim 1$, $\sim 2.5$, and $\sim 4.5$ cycles/m at $\sim 2$ m), which can be identified as eccentricity (95 kyr), obliquity ($O_2 = 36$ kyr), and precession ($P_1 = 23$ kyr) (Table 2). The gentle secular drift to lower-frequency components throughout the study interval reflects an increase in sedimentation rate up section. This plot contains a bifurcation in the 2.5 cycles/m ($O_2$) component at $\sim 2.9$ m (designated by “X” in Fig. 8B). The response of $\Delta \mu$ across this bifurcated interval (2.45–3.00 m) is shown in Fig. 9C. This plot indicates a maximum $\Delta \mu$ of $-0.072$ at 2.65 m directly on top of limestone marker bed number 5 (LS5) of Elder [21]. Utilizing the measured obliquity periodicity of 36.30 kyr (Table 2), this yields a minimum hiatus duration of 15.8 kyr (solid line in Fig. 9D) while the predicted periodicity for obliquity of 38.94 kyr [30] yields a minimum hiatus duration of 16.9 kyr (dashed line in Fig. 9D). Note that this hiatus duration is near the detection limit for the short eccentricity component (it represents $\sim 18\%$ of 95 kyr), which is one reason that the short eccentricity signal is not distorted. The relatively small window (2 m or $\sim 200$ kyr) employed in the analysis prohibits identification of hiatus-related distortion in the eccentricity frequency range. Allowance for the maximum of 50% error in these estimates yields final minimum hiatus duration values of 15.8 ± 7.9 and 16.9 ± 8.45 kyr.

4. Discussion

Elder [46] observed that biozone boundaries in the C/T interval were characterized by evidence of winnowing and condensation, and suggested that they may reflect multiple diastems. However, he concluded that these disconformities are infrequent and short.
(less than one couplet cycle) in the central basin of the Western Interior seaway. The hiatus identified by EHA-Δμ analysis in the USGS no. 1 Portland core (lower boundary of Neocardioceras juddii Biozone) at the top of LS5 is not conspicuous in core or outcrop within the central basin region. However, Elder [21] reported that the top of the LS5 limestone bed in his measured section at Rock Canyon in Pueblo, Colorado (which is near the location of the no. 1 Portland core) is conspicuously calcarenitic. It is worth noting that this is the only such calcarenitic layer identified by Elder [21] in the lower portion of Bridge Creek Limestone at Pueblo (which spans the interval we have analyzed in Fig. 8). In addition, sedimentary discontinuity surfaces have been described from this stratigraphic interval in Bridge Creek Limestone sections from southwestern New Mexico [47]. They are characterized by nodular to calcarenitic limestones with evidence of erosion, reworking, and phosphatization. Disconformity at this stratigraphic level also occurs in hemipelagic deposits at other localities worldwide, such as the Plenus Marls of the Anglo-Paris Basin [48].

Basin-wide stratigraphic data sets (including bed thicknesses and biostratigraphic data) from the interval containing marker bed LS5 permit an independent test of hiatus at this stratigraphic level. Utilizing the data of Elder [46], we examine thickness trends associated with marker beds LS5, LS6, and the intervening shale (and their lateral equivalents; lithologic character of some beds changes in different parts of the basin). These beds can be recognized throughout the basin by their spatial relation to the bentonite B marker bed of Elder [21], and their biostratigraphic assemblages. Six sections were utilized to construct a west–east transect across the basin axis (Fig. 10A and B):

Fig. 10. (A) Lithofacies distribution in the Western Interior of the United States during deposition of the *N. juddii* biozone, with locations of the study sites (modified from Elder [50]). A1 = Blue Point, Arizona; A3 = Coal Mine West, Arizona; N2 = Carthage, New Mexico; C2 = Pueblo, Colorado; C3 = Deora, Colorado; K1 = Bunker Hill, Kansas. (B) Stratigraphic data from across the Cretaceous Western Interior Basin (data from Elder [46]). The LS5 and LS6 marker beds are displayed as white, the intervening shale as dark gray, and bentonite B as black. The light gray interval just above LS6 at Carthage, New Mexico, represents a marly shale (with 1 cm limonite bed at base) that is not present at the other localities. (C) A photo of LS5 and its calcarenitic cap (Pueblo section).
Coal Mine West (Arizona), Blue Point (Arizona), Carthage (New Mexico), Pueblo (Colorado), Deora (Colorado), and Bunker Hill (Kansas).

LS6 is thickest at the basin center (Pueblo, Colorado), decreasing in thickness to the east and west, and eventually disappearing in the west as the shoreline is approached (Fig. 10A and B). This trend is associated with an increase in the thickness of the shale bed both east and west of Pueblo. These observations are consistent with a siliciclastic/carbonate co-dilution model in which carbonate content is increasingly diluted by siliciclastic flux toward the basin margin (see lithofacies map in Fig. 10A), while the basin center is an area of relative condensation that receives considerably less siliciclastic input and preserves maximum limestone bed thicknesses. LS5 departs from the trends noted above, showing roughly equivalent thicknesses throughout the basin transect, in addition to the presence of a calcarenite cap in the basin center section (Pueblo, Colorado; Fig. 10B and C). The existence of this calcarenite cap is consistent with our interpretation of Pueblo as a region of maximum condensation and suggests that this location may be most sensitive to generation of a significant gap in sedimentation. Many other limestone marker beds in this west–east transect of the lower Bridge Creek Limestone display the same thickness trend as LS6. The limestone marker beds that deviate from this trend are generally associated with concretionary limestones, and we suggest that these bed thicknesses may have been influenced by diagenetic factors. It is notable that none of the other limestone marker beds in the lower Bridge Creek Limestone show the relatively constant bed thickness displayed by LS5.

Within the relatively condensed stratigraphic intervals at the Carthage, Deora and Bunker Hill sections, the thickness of LS5 is 1–2 cm less than LS6, but at the Pueblo location LS5 is 14 cm thinner (Fig. 10B). If the thickness trends associated with LS6 reflect the typical background siliciclastic flux/carbonate flux ratio across this transect, the stratigraphic analysis suggests that 12–14 cm of sediment is “missing” from LS5 at the Pueblo section. The EHA-derived background sedimentation rate for this interval of the Bridge Creek (0.84 cm/kyr) indicates that the absence of 12–14 cm of sediment represents 14.3–16.7 kyr of missing time. This hiatus duration estimate is consistent with the results from the EHA-$\Delta\mu$ analysis (15.8–16.9 ± 50% = 7.9–25.35 kyr) and provides an independent source of support for them. The hiatus in the stratigraphic interval of *N. juddii* becomes prominent in northwestern Colorado, eastern Utah, and southwestern Wyoming (Fig. 10A), associated with a paleobasin high [49,50].

Comparison of our results with the stepwise molluscan extinction horizons of the C/T boundary indicate that the hiatus atop LS5 is coincident with the 3rd extinction step of Elder [21,22]. This extinction horizon has the largest number of concurrent species extinctions (10), and this large number may be partially attributable to the condensation of time at this horizon. In contrast, the hiatus does not appear to have had any clear “artifactual” impact on the expression of geochemical records from the interval. However, paleobiologic and geochemical proxy records from the Bridge Creek Limestone suggest that the stratigraphic level of the hiatus marks an important sustained paleoenvironmental change within the basin. Molluscan species richness drops abruptly just above this stratigraphic horizon [21], biserial planktic foraminifera dramatically increase in abundance (the “Heterohelix shift”) [51], and the rate of accumulation of organic matter increases substantially [6]. These changes have previously been hypothesized to reflect the incursion of a Tethyan oxygen minimum zone (OMZ) into the Western Interior Basin during the latter phase of the OAE II interval [6,51,52]. The coincidence of these observations with evidence for extreme condensation/hiatus worldwide (e.g., Jeffries [48]) suggests that the hiatus on top of LS5 may mark a eustatic sea level pulse that cut off detrital supply to distal locations and allowed the Tethyan OMZ to breach the southern sill of the Western Interior Basin.

We hypothesize that the hiatus identified by EHA-$\Delta\mu$ analysis reflects the confluence of siliciclastic starvation and a pronounced decline in pelagic carbonate production such that total “new” bulk sedimentation was zero for this interval. To test this hypothesis, the time scale developed by Meyers et al. [6] is employed to map spatial geochemical records from the no. 1 Portland core onto a temporal framework. These geochemical records permit assessment of changes in the flux of carbonate and detrital (terrigenous) material (the dominant sediment components) throughout the study interval. The geochemical records employed in this study represent 2-
m moving averages, which is appropriate because the time scale applied to them (to calculate accumulation rates) is based on a 2-m moving average of sedimentation rate derived from EHA. Although the time scale of Meyers et al. [6] begins at the top of marker bed LS1, in this study, we extend the time scale to the beginning of Oceanic Anoxic Event II (in the Hartland Shale Member just below LS1) by adding an additional 107 kyr. The choice of 107 kyr was based on: (1) the thickness of strata included and mean accumulation rates for the interval (calculated using radiometric data), and (2) stratigraphic evidence that LS1 separates into five distinct limestone beds in some portions of the basin (such as western South Dakota), which we interpret as a short eccentricity cycle (~100 kyr). See Meyers [45] and Meyers et al. [6] for a detailed description of this time scale.

Carbonate flux for the C/T interval (Fig. 11A) shows three pulses in carbonate accumulation with an occurrence interval of ~400 kyr. The hiatus is located in the trough at ~293 kyr, which suggests that it is associated with a minimum in long-eccentricity (400 kyr)-forced carbonate productivity. Analysis of the insoluble fraction (bulk sediment accumulation minus carbonate accumulation and organic carbon accumulation), which is largely composed of detrital clay with a small volcanogenic background contribution, also displays three general pulses in accumulation in the study interval (Fig. 11B). The insoluble fraction flux co-varies with titanium accumulation (Fig. 11C), and these records suggest that detrital flux to the central basin may be partially forced by long eccentricity. There appears to be an overprinting of this 400-kyr Milankovitch signal by a second forcing mechanism, which results in a gradual decrease in the amplitude of the subsequent pulses of accumulation. This secular trend of decreasing detrital flux correlates with a global eustatic sea level rise to highstand [39,40,53,54], and highlights the fact that delivery of terrigenous material to the distal basin represents the interplay of Milankovitch-driven processes and other controls on terrigenous sediment delivery (e.g., subsidence controls, tectono-eustasy, etc.).

The stratigraphic horizon of the hiatus occurs within a longer-term trend of decreasing detrital flux that begins ~100 kyr prior to the hiatus. The 2-m moving average for insoluble residue (and titanium) accumulation rate preclude direct assessment of changes in sediment burial flux at the couplet-scale of resolution. However, the transgression–regression history of correlative shoreface deposits on the western margin of the Western Interior Basin [55].

Fig. 11. (A) Carbonate, (B) insoluble fraction, and (C) titanium burial flux data from the no. 1 Portland Core. (D) Transgression–regression history from correlative shoreface deposits in Utah [55]. The hiatus is located at ~293 kyr.
(Fig. 11D) suggests that the hiatus occurred during an episode of pronounced transgression, which forced a transient drop in detrital flux to the central basin. We conclude that the hiatus atop LS5 reflects the confluence of a unique suite of events: a minimum in long-eccentricity-forced carbonate productivity, and a declining background detrital flux, with a superposed transgressive pulse that culminated in sediment starvation and hiatus generation. In addition to these factors, it is also possible that winnowing played an important role in the generation of the temporal gap.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a technique that permits identification and quantification of hiatus in strata that preserve periodic stratigraphic signals is presented. This technique exploits the fact that hiatus results in bifurcation of periodic components in their amplitude ($\mu$) spectra, and that the amplitude difference between these bifurcated peaks ($\Delta\mu$) scales to hiatus duration. Modeling experiments indicate that application of the technique should be restricted to the dominant obliquity and the long eccentricity components, since short eccentricity and precession components are characterized by inherent frequency modulations (bifurcations) that may be erroneously interpreted as hiatus. These modeling experiments also indicate that a conservative estimate of error on the calculated hiatus duration is $\pm 50\%$. Such estimates provide a minimum duration for the break in deposition, and supplementary information (e.g., paleobiologic data, stratigraphic relationships within the sedimentary basin) must be employed to determine a reasonable maximum duration. Application of the method is ultimately limited to depositional settings with a narrow range of short-term ($10^0-10^5$ years) sedimentation rate variability, hence, it is optimal for hiatus assessment in pelagic and distal hemipelagic environments.

We employ this technique to assess stratigraphic completeness in an interval associated with rapid paleobiologic and geochemical change: the Cenomanian/Turonian boundary. Analysis of high-resolution optical densitometry data from the Bridge Creek Limestone Member (late Cenomanian—early Turonian) identifies a hiatus within the lowermost $N. juddii$ biozone, with an estimated minimum duration of $15.8-16.9$ kyr ($\pm 50\% = 7.9-25.35$ kyr). Stratigraphic data from throughout the basin confirms the presence of a discontinuity at this location, and background sedimentation rate estimates suggest a hiatus duration of $14.3-16.7$ kyr. Comparison of the stratigraphic horizon of hiatus with geochemical data from the interval, and the transgression—regression history of correlative shoreface deposits on the western margin of the Western Interior Basin, indicates that the hiatus is associated with a minimum in carbonate productivity, a declining background detrital flux, and a pronounced short-term transgressive event.
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